
Get ready to do some Internet

Run the get_mac.py script on the course website

Register that MAC address with Tufts here:

https://device-registration.it.tufts.edu/

It will print a MAC address like 9c:9c:1f:cb:19:24

Description can be "ESP32" (or whatever you want)

Device type "Other devices"
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Roadmap to project 4

Today: connecting to the internet, how networks work

Monday: sending data with MQTT

Next Wednesday: plotting data with matplotlib

Project 4: collect time-series data from at least two sources
to investigate something related to food and cooking,
and make sime pretty (and informative) plots.



Objectives

By the end of class today, you should be able to:

Explain what MAC and IP addresses are

Explain what an "API" is

Pull interesting data from public APIs

Connect your ESP32 to the Internet



MAC addresses

Uniquely identify a device

248 possible addresses ~= 256 quadrillion

48 bits, represented as 6 pairs of digits: 01:23:45:67:89:AB

Assigned at the factory from a pool given to the manufacturer





IP addresses
IP addresses are assigned by the network, not intrinsic

To find your IP address:
On Mac: open Terminal and type ipconfig

On Windows: open Terminal and type ipconfig \all

32 bits, represented as 4 decimal numbers: 10.247.73.81



MAC address vs IP addresses
MAC addresses uniquely and permanently identify devices

IP addresses are assigned hierarchically

Like an SSN or TIN uniquely identifies a person

Like your physical address: number, street, city, state, country



Domain name system (DNS)
Like a giant address book of the Internet

Try typing an IP address into your browser: 130.64.23.7

You can access it directly with nslookup DOMAIN

(This only works for small websites)



TCP / HTTP

How do I guarantee delivery when my delivery agent
makes no promises whatsover?

How can I figure out the maximum rate at which I can
reliably send data?



TCP / HTTP

How can I figure out the maximum rate at which I can
reliably send data?



Grabbing web pages with Python

You can do this on your computer too using requests

import urequests

# Connect to the WiFi network as before

response = urequests.get('http://en1-pi.eecs.tufts.edu')

print(response.text)



Grabbing data from the Internet

You can do this on your computer too using requests

response = urequests.get('http://en1-pi.eecs.tufts.edu/data')

blob = response.json()



Some interesting places with data

NOAA (https://www.weather.gov/documentation/services-web-api)

MBTA (https://api-v3.mbta.com/)

Fantasy sports (https://api.fantasynerds.com/docs/nfl)


